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' ear "r. 'lepfer:

I 5elieve that item 11, qualification Issue, of the minutes is an in-
adequate representation of my comments at the meeting (Dr. 'f F. An ferson
will responi separately about reference to his previous participation in
the group). The purnose of this letter is to explain and clarify my
comments about methods of cualification.

3.s you indicated in the minutes, the proposed standards address qualifica-
tion by test, analysis, experience, or a combination of these methods.
"y comments were based on the premise that functional qualification of
enutonent should mean a demonstration of ooerability uring and/or afterd

(as necessary) a prescribed severe set of conditions. It follows that
testing would constitute an acceptable demonstration of onerability.
If analysis is to be used to demonstrate operability, it should be based
on tests and hence a corresoondence between the testing and analysis or,
to use the phrase in the minutes, "denonstrated matchinq between cal-
culation and test." In general, analysis by itself would not suffice as-

demonstration of operability (91 ease note that this does not ner se refect
quali#ication by analysis, but rather inplies that its use to demonstrate
operability must be supported in fact).

"y concerns about cualification by exoerience are in the general areas of
difficulty to verify t'e actual conditions of exposure during operating
experience, the lack of precise definition in the procosed standard of
the requirements that constitute verification of operating conditions and
the practical aspects related to the probability of obtaining exoerience
(when, if ani how) under plant conditions of Design. In short, the
concept of functional qualification by experience has merit, but it would
seem that practical aspects of verification pose -'any problems.
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The re'erence to " multiple testica should Se requiref' should Save 5een olaced
in the context of +5e strangth o' 'he clain or assertion of what is acconnlished

"or exan? e, the contrast between a claimlby conoliance with the standard.'

that comolianc? wi'5 the s+aqMarf was demonstration o' oparability under con-
ditio9s of desiqq at any time in the service life of the puno regardless of
years of service and a claim that connliance demonstrates the num? can ooerate
under a prescribed sev9re sat of conditions of dasign could result .in a
rational decision that multiole testing would be needed in sone c6rcumstances.
The comment was intended to evoke an objedtive review by the stearing committee
such that the claim o# the s',andard is represented 5y the requirements in the
standard rather than a desir?a519 goal or clain (in short, state only that
Fich the stan ard will accn plish and don't in? y ?"at it will serve as a panacea).d l

In addition to the creceding clarification of my cornents, it is important
that the stearing comnittee recall that while carticipating in the group I am
an individual ne?sentiqq personal views and tSa I do not (as indicated in the
I?tter of anoointment) present an ""C position. Tharefora, statements such as
'unaccepta51a to 'nC" and "*1"C anproval through former recresentative" are

d from the ~iqutes. Mithin this contaxt 'or myincorract and should 5e delete
narticinstion, I unuld also sugqest t'at your recommendation to disban d because
"the ''00 aqi the industry are at odis" is inacornnriata and could 5? counter
aco uctive to a" forts to develoc national s'andards for cuali'ication ofd

equipment, rurthe rmora , I believe it is const*'Jctive to highlight t?c"nical
issues of conc?rn aqi t'at croqress can be made aven though some issues may
not he en9cletely desirea'la 'o all. Also, the overall contribution o' a

I uouldd d dco-olet? stan ard can override the e#iciency of a sincle issue an
expact that aa N?C decision vnuld be based on the overall contribution of a
qarticular standard.

Earl .l.1rown
" ember
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[ April 21,1980

GREATER PITTSBURGH AIRPORT HOTEL

.

NRCPresent: E. J. Brown - -

F. P. Bussick ', EG&G Sealcl-

Westinghouse NSDC. V. Fields -

Combustion EngineeringT. E. Fitzsimmons -

Philadelphia Electric Co.F. H. Light -

Westinghouse CheswickW. M. Wepfer -

.

1. MINUTES

The minutes of the previous meeting -(FeLeuary 19,1980)'Yereaccepted.

2. MAILING LIST

The mailing list of the Steering Committee was updated. A copy is attached
to these minutes.

3. N-551.1 GENERAL REOUIREMENTS

F. Light reported that the Steering Committee ballots indicated four
approvals with comment, three approvals without comment, and one not
returned. The comments have been resolved. On the basis of the report,
the Steering Ccmmittee voted unanimously to accept the document with
minor charges and to refer it to the next level. This will be the ASME
Subccmmittee on Qualification of Nuclear Plant Equ pment. F. Light willi

arrange for this submittal.

4 N -551.2 PUMP ASSEMBLIES

T. Fitzsimmens reported that several ccmments had been re,ceived and that
these would require action. He has sent a letter to the committee members
asking if there was any interest in having another meeting to finalize
or modify the document. He will report en his findings at the next
meeting. No further action was taken on document acceptance at this
mee ting.
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5. N-551.3 SEALS'

.F. Bussick reported that he has received favoracle reaction to his Draft
D7 and had resolved the coments. Tne resultant draft containing the minor

( changes carries the same designation of D7 but the. date is changed to
April , 1980.

;

The Steering Committee voted to accept the document and to send it to the
next level. F. Light will arrange for the latter action.

6. N-551.4 MOTORS .

C. V. Fields reported on t e current IEEE actions with respect to the
motor portien of the document. No Steering Committee action is possible
until the IEEE completes the necessary work on the applicable documents.

7. N-551.5 TURBINES

Because of time problems and the absence of R. Hebert, no action was taken
on this document.

'

8. N-551. 7 SUPPORTS

No report.

9. TABLE OF CONTENTS

E. Brown stated that he thought a very serious situation would exist unless.
all the satellite documents were set up in the'same format with rescect to
the Table of Contents. He suggested the contents as used in N-551.4 05
of October,1978, but after some discussion the committee agreed tnat it
would be more desirable to use the table shown in P-627. It was agreed
that each task force chairman would adjust his document editorially to
fit this format but that no changes of substance would be made in any
documents already approved by the Steering Committee.

10. J. Vocelwede

J. Vogelwede was unable to attend the meeting but sent word by telephone
that he had approved all Steering Committee ballots so far distributed.

y 11. Qualification Issue

E. Brown raised a serious objection to the method of oualification which
he said was' unacceptable tn NDC. Present procecures permit qualification
by analysis, experience, test or a combination of these methods. He
insisted that qualification include demonstrated matchina between calcula-
tion and test and that multiple testing shcuid be requirec.
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The remainder of the Steering Committee was strongly opposed to this posi-
,
*

tion, stating that it represented a major change in direction of effo.-t ata late date and wocid be unacceptable. In addition, the previous coursei

had received the NRC approval through the former representative, (Dr. W. Anderson. ~;,

There was much discussion on the subject, and the chairman stated that the
:i
''

subject would be considered at the next meeting (June). If.no_ resolution
(September) meeting.is reached at that time, then a final decision will be made at tne following

,

the remaincer 6t the Steering Comittee, are still at oces, then theIf the NRC and the industry reoresentatives, that is
-

indicated action should be to disband the comittee anc report to Nuclear
Codes and Standards that no text will be forthccming on N-551.

12. NEXT MEETING
_.

The next meeting of the Steering Comittee will be held in Norfolk, Virginia,
during the June Code Week meetings. F. Light will arrange for the exacttime and place.

.

13. SEPTEMBER MEETING

A September meeting is planned. W. Wepfer will arrange a time and place
and will inform the members at a later date.

/*
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W. M. Wepfer, Chairman -

AtlSI-N551
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cc: W. Anderson
H. Dobel
A. Phillips
Mailing List ~
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